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Pseudocontingencies: Flexible contingency
inferences from base rates

Tobias Vogel∗ Moritz Ingendahl† Linda McCaughey‡

Abstract

Humans are evidently able to learn contingencies from the co-occurrence of cues
and outcomes. But how do humans judge contingencies when observations of cue
and outcome are learned on different occasions? The pseudocontingency framework
proposes that humans rely on base-rate correlations across contexts, that is, whether
outcome base rates increase or decrease with cue base rates. Here, we elaborate on
an alternative mechanism for pseudocontingencies that exploits base rate information
within contexts. In two experiments, cue and outcome base rates varied across four
contexts, but the correlation by base rates was kept constant at zero. In some contexts,
cue and outcome base rates were aligned (e.g., cue and outcome base rates were both
high). In other contexts, cue and outcome base rates were misaligned (e.g., cue base rate
was high, but outcome base rate was low). Judged contingencies were more positive
for contexts in which cue and outcome base rates were aligned than in contexts in
which cue and outcome base rates were misaligned. Our findings indicate that people
use the alignment of base rates to infer contingencies conditional on the context. As
such, they lend support to the pseudocontingency framework, which predicts that
decision makers rely on base rates to approximate contingencies. However, they
challenge previous conceptions of pseudocontingencies as a uniform inference from
correlated base rates. Instead, they suggest that people possess a repertoire of multiple
contingency inferences that differ with regard to informational requirements and areas
of applicability.
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1 Introduction

Contingency detection is an intriguing capacity, essential for understanding the past and

predicting the future (Crocker, 1981). Accordingly, a plethora of empirical studies has

elaborated on this ability to detect contingencies between two binary events (e.g., Allan,

1993; De Houwer & Beckers, 2002; Mata, 2016). In a typical contingency learning

experiment, participants are exposed to joint observations of a binary cue and a binary

outcome variable. For instance, participants observe a series of patient data consisting of

treatment information on the one hand (i.e., whether a patient received Vaccine X or Y) and

outcome information on the other (i.e., whether a patient’s health improved or deteriorated).

Here, the contingency could be calculated from the frequencies of a 2×2 table resulting

from the combination of the cue and outcome levels. Specifically, it can be calculated as the

difference between the conditional probability of improved (vs. deteriorated) health given

Treatment X and the conditional probability of improved (vs. deteriorated) health given

Treatment Y, Δp = (p(healthy | treatment X) – (p(healthy | treatment Y), (Jenkins & Ward,

1965). Ample evidence suggests that humans are capable of estimating such contingencies

with high accuracy (for reviews, see Allan, 1993; Hattori & Oaksford, 2007).1

1.1 Contingency learning from aggregated and grouped observations

Unfortunately, learners do not always find themselves faced with conditions that are con-

ducive to learning, providing them with the necessary information on joint observations,

that is, the combinations of cue and outcome. Instead, observations are often aggregated

across individuals or separated in time (Fiedler et al., 2009). For instance, a nurse may

observe whether patients are treated with Vaccine X or Y on one day, but may observe

whether patients got better or worse on another. Thus, without external memory aids, it

can be challenging to connect cues and outcomes. Or, a reader of a newspaper may receive

aggregated information only: the proportion of patients treated with Vaccine X and the pro-

portion of patients suffering from severe symptoms. In that case, it is actually impossible to

connect cue and outcome values. Nevertheless, contingency judgments are still crucial to

understanding one’s environment, so how do individuals arrive at contingency judgments

in the absence of paired observations?

1Rooted in the literature on causal learning, many studies investigate contingency detection for present-
absent distinctions. In such studies, judgments tend to converge with Δp, but absent-absent observations
have minor impact (i.e., cell-D insensitivity, see Arkes & Harkness, 1983; Hattori & Oaksford, 2007; Mata,
Garcia-Marques, Ferreira & Mendonça, 2015). Note that in our example and the remainder of the paper,
binary events are dimensional (e.g., X vs. Y), so there are no absent trials. Instead, absence of one cue, X,
entails the presence of the other, Y. By definition, we refer to a positive contingency as an association between
the levels of cue and outcome that appear first in the 2×2 table (upper row for the cue; left column for the
outcome). Thus, if the contingency describes the association between “Therapy X” and “improved health”,
“Therapy X” is the cue, and “improved health” is the outcome. In turn, high cue base rate refers to p(Therapy
X) > .5, whereas low cue base rate refers to p(Therapy X) < .5, etc.
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Fiedler and Freytag (2004) proposed that people rely on the univariate base rates of cue

and outcome to infer a contingency. In one of their seminal studies, participants observed

information about certain individuals’ test results as cue values (e.g., X vs. Y) in two contexts

(target group: blue vs. green). In the blue group, X was more prevalent, while in the green

group, Y was more prevalent. On a later occasion, participants observed information about

outcomes, either positive or negative. In the blue group, positive outcomes were more

frequent, while in the green group, negative outcomes dominated. Crucially, participants

inferred a positive contingency between Cue X and the positive outcome in both contexts,

although the actual contingency was negative (Exp. 3 in Fiedler & Freytag, 2004). This

inference of a contingency from correlated base rates – referred to as pseudocontingency –

has been demonstrated in various studies where cue and outcomes were learned on different

occasions, but also if they were learned simultaneously (for reviews, see Fiedler et al., 2009;

Fiedler et al., 2013).

While this research clearly shows the reliance on cue and outcome base rates in contin-

gency judgment, it leaves open the question whether participants tend to infer the contingen-

cies conditional on the context or based on the unconditional contingency. Applied to the

example above, it is thus far unknown whether participants judged the contingency based on

the cue-outcome relation separately within the blue group and within the green group (i.e.,

conditional on the context variable group) or based on the cue-outcome relation collapsed

across groups (unconditional). As we will elaborate in the next section, the answer to this

question will also shed light on the rule behind contingency inferences from base rates.

1.2 Pseudocontingencies: contingency inferences from base rates

To explain more precisely what is at issue, it is helpful to first elaborate on the standard

conceptualization of pseudocontingencies as a cognitive analog to so-called ecological cor-

relations (Robinson, 1950). In Robinson’s original terminology, an ecological correlation

refers to a correlation between two variables’ base rates across different contexts (e.g., cue

and outcome base rates are correlated across contexts). As Robinson demonstrated, the

ecological correlation can diverge drastically from the contingency at the individuating

level. For an illustration, consider the 2×2 tables for cues and outcomes across two contexts

displayed in Figure 1a. As shown in that figure, there are two contexts, represented by two

different diseases (Diseases A and B). The cue base rate (i.e., base rate of Therapy X) is

low for Disease A, p(Therapy X|A) = .25, and so is the outcome base rate, p(healthy|A) =

.25. For Disease B, however, cue base rate and outcome base rate are both high, p(Therapy

X|B) = p(healthy|B) = .75. In other words, cue and outcome base rates are correlated across

contexts. The higher the cue base rate, the higher the outcome base rate, yielding a positive

ecological correlation. At the same time, the contingency between cue and outcome within

each context is negative, Δp = −.33. And the unconditional contingency – collapsed across

contexts – is zero, Δp = .0. However, experimental studies using this distribution (or similar

ones) consistently reveal that participants perceive a positive contingency between cue and
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outcome (e.g., Bott & Meiser, 2020; Fiedler & Freytag, 2004; Fleig et al., 2017; Meiser &

Hewstone, 2004; Meiser et al., 2018; Vogel, Freytag, et al., 2013).
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Figure 1: Ecological correlations by cue and outcome base rates across contexts. In Fig-

ure 1a, the base rate of the outcome “healthy” increases with the base rate of the cue “Therapy X”

across contexts, here diseases. Thus, the ecological correlation (solid line) is positive, r = +1.0. The

conditional contingency between Therapy X and outcome “healthy” within each context, however, is

negative both in Context A, Δp|A = 0/3 – 6/9 = –.33, and in Context B, Δp|B = 6/9 – 3/3 = –.33. In Fig-

ure 1b, the ecological correlation (solid line) is negative, r = –1.0. Here, the conditional contingency

is positive in Context A, Δp|A = 3/3 – 6/9 = +.33, as well as in Context B, Δp|B = 3/9 – 0/3 = +.33.

The unconditional contingency calculated from the pooled frequencies (right table) is zero, Δp = 6/12

– 6/12 = .0, in Figure 1a and 1b.
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Now, consider Figure 1b. Here, the cue base rate is low for Disease A, p(Therapy X|A)

= .25, but the outcome base rate is high, p(healthy|A) = .75. In contrast, for Disease B, the

cue base rate is high, p(Therapy X|B) = .75, but the outcome base rate is low, p(healthy|B)

= .25.

Thus, across contexts, an increase in the cue base rate is associated with a decrease in

the outcome base rate, which is equivalent to a negative ecological correlation. Though the

actual contingency within each context is positive now, Δp = +.33, and the unconditional

contingency is zero, Δp = .0, people tend to infer a negative contingency between cue and

outcome. Therefore, several authors proposed that people use the ecological correlation

across contexts to infer the contingency between cue and outcome (e.g., Fiedler & Freytag,

2004; Vogel, Kutzner, et al., 2013).

However, there is an alternative to this explanation. As is obvious from the tables in

Figure 1a, the positive ecological correlation coincides with an alignment of skewed base

rates within ecologies. The base rates of cue and outcome are both low, p(Therapy X|A) <

.5; p(healthy|A) < .5, or both high, p(Therapy X|B) > .5; p(healthy|B) > .5. In contrast, in

Figure 1b, the negative ecological correlation is due to the fact that base rates in all contexts

are misaligned. Thus, a low cue base rate, p(Therapy X|A) < .5, coincides with a high

outcome base rate, p(healthy|A) > .5., and vice versa, p(Therapy X|B) > .5; p(healthy|B) <

.5. In other words, the alignment or misalignment of base rates within contexts displayed

in Figures 1a and 1b entails the ecological correlation. Thus, based on the present state of

the literature, it is impossible to discern the effect of the base rate information within each

context from the ecological correlation, which is defined across contexts.

Pertinent to the present research, the critical role of aligned base rates in contingency

detection has been discussed previously (Fiedler & Freytag, 2004; Kutzner, 2009; Vogel

& Kutzner, 2017), with Kutzner et al. (2011a, p. 212) proposing that pseudocontingencies

“imply a positive contingency when the base rates of the target variables are skewed in

the same direction and a negative contingency when the base rates are skewed in opposite

directions.” Indeed, research studying contingency judgments in single-context paradigms

supports this notion. For instance, Vogel and Kutzner (2017) presented participants with

stated base rates of cues (Brand: X vs. Y) and outcomes (customer satisfaction: low vs.

high) and found that participants perceived a positive contingency between Brand X and

customer satisfaction if base rates of Brand X and customer satisfaction were both high or

both low. Instead, a negative contingency was inferred if the cue base rate mismatched the

outcome base rate, for instance, if Brand X was more prevalent than Brand Y, but fewer

customers were satisfied than dissatisfied. Together, these findings clearly attest to the effect

of base rate alignment on contingency judgments, at least if bivariate observations of cue

and outcome are impossible (also see Blanco et al., 2013; Eder et al., 2011; Ernst et al.,

2019; Fiedler, 2010; for demonstrations of base-rate effects in paradigms with joint cue-

and outcome observations).

Though findings from single-context paradigms suggest that aligned base rates are the
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driving force behind pseudocontingencies, there is an alternative to this interpretation. As

Fiedler et al. (2007) pointed out, those findings may reflect an implicit ecological correlation

(see also Fiedler et al., 2009; Vogel, Kutzner, et al., 2013). That is, in the absence of an

observable ecological correlation, people would use the alignment of base rates (e.g., high

cue and high outcome base rate) to infer an ecological correlation, which in turn would

drive biased contingency estimates. This conjecture, however, has not yet been put to the

test.

Hence, there are two crucial implications: First, the alignment of base rates within

contexts might be sufficient to drive the pseudocontingency inference – independent of

the ecological correlation. Second, pseudocontingencies might actually reflect conditional

contingency inferences within each context. In this vein, the context variable might therefore

serve as a moderator of contingency judgments if the alignment of base rates varies between

contexts.

1.3 Present research

The present research aims at testing the impact of aligned base rates on contingency judg-

ments. A straightforward test of the role of base rate alignment over and above ecological

correlations can be achieved by varying the base rate alignment while keeping the observ-

able ecological correlation constant at zero. Moreover, we pit predictions from base-rate

alignment against predictions from actual contingency learning.

1.3.1 Cue and outcome base rate within contexts

We conducted two experiments where participants were exposed to cue and outcome infor-

mation across four contexts. As our central manipulation, we varied the alignment of base

rates across the four contexts by using an orthogonal within-participant variation of cue and

outcome base rate (detailed in Table 1). To isolate the effect of base rate alignment from the

ecological correlation, the ecological correlation was held constant at zero. Moreover, the

unconditional contingency was also kept constant at zero to isolate the effect of aligned base

rates from previously shown illusions resulting from a Simpson Paradox (Simpson, 1951).2

Thus, if participants used the ecological correlation or the unconditional contingencies to

infer conditional contingencies, no systematic differences should be found between contexts.

To pit predictions against actual learning of conditional contingencies, the alignment of base

rates always implied a positive contingency in contexts in which the actual contingency was

negative (Contexts A & D), and vice versa, a negative contingency in contexts in which

the actual contingency was positive (Contexts B & C). We hypothesize that participants’

2Schaller and O’Brien (1992) presented participants with a Simpson’s Paradox (1951). In such a tri-variate
distribution the average conditional contingency (i.e., the partial contingency) between cue and outcome differs
from their unconditional (i.e. pooled) contingency. They found that participants disregarded the context
variable and based their contingency judgments on the unconditional contingency. For a rational analysis of
Simpson’s Paradox, see Pearl (2014).
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inferred contingency estimates are driven by the implication of the alignment of base rates,

resulting in different contingency estimates as a function of the context. Concretely, we

predict that participants will infer more positive contingencies for contexts where cue and

outcome base rates are aligned (both low or both high) than for contexts where they are

misaligned (cue base rate is low, but outcome base rate is high, or vice versa).

Table 1: Stimulus distributions for cues and outcomes across contexts A, B, C, & D.

Context Pooled

A (HC,HO) B (HC,LO) C (LC,HO) D (LC,LO) A+B+C+D

Cell Frequencies

X+ 6 3 3 0 12

X− 3 6 0 3 12

Y+ 3 0 6 3 12

Y− 0 3 3 6 12

Cue Base rate

p(X) .75 .75 .25 .25 .5

p(Y) = 1–p(X) .25 .25 .75 .75 .5

Outcome Base rate

p(+) .75 .25 .75 .25 .5

p(−) = 1 – p(+) .25 .75 .25 .75 .5

Conditional Probabilities

p(+|X) .67 .33 1.0 .0 .5

p(+|Y) 1.0 .0 .67 .33 .5

Stimulus Contingency

Δp −.33 +.33 +.33 −.33 .0

Note. Stimulus distribution for four contexts, A, B, C, and D. In Context A (first column),
Cue X co-occurred six times with the positive outcome (X+), three times with the negative
outcome (X-), etc. With a high cue base rate (HC) and high outcome base rate (HO), base
rates were aligned in Context A, which implies a positive pseudocontingency between X
and +. As noted in the lower row, the actual contingency between X and + in Context A
was negative. In Context D, base rates were aligned due to the low cue base rate (LC)
and the low outcome base rate (LO), also implying a positive pseudocontingency, despite
a negative stimulus contingency. In Contexts B and C, base rates were misaligned though
actual contingencies were positive.

H1: Perceived contingencies will be more positive in contexts in which cue and outcome

base rates are aligned than in contexts in which they are misaligned.
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2 Experiment 1

The first experiment sought to test whether people infer conditional contingencies and, thus,

different cue-outcome relations depending on the context. We predicted that the perceived

contingency between cue (e.g., Treatment X vs. Treatment Y) and outcome (e.g., improved

vs. deteriorated health) depends on the alignment of predictor and outcome base rates within

a given context. To differentiate between pseudocontingencies and other mechanisms that

rest on the observation of joint observations of cue and outcome (e.g., Hamilton & Gifford,

1976; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972), the possibility of joint observations was precluded by

block-wise presentation of cues and outcomes on different occasions (Fiedler & Freytag,

2004; Vogel & Kutzner, 2017).

2.1 Method

2.1.1 Design and participants

The design was a 2(cue base rate: low vs. high) × 2(outcome base rate: low vs. high) design,

with both factors varied within participants. A power analysis using G*Power (Faul et al.,

2007) revealed a required sample size of N = 34 to detect significant effects, p < .05, of

moderate-size, f ≥ .25, with a probability of 1–V = .8. To compensate for potential drop-

outs, a total of fifty participants (Mage = 34.14, SD = 13.59; 25 female; 24 male; 1 other)

were acquired via a commercial panel (Prolific Academic) and took part for a compensation

of £1 (£7.50/h).

2.1.2 Materials and procedure

The whole materials were administered online and in English using the SoSci-Survey tool

(Leiner, 2014). A cover story asked participants to observe a series of patient data on

different diseases, medical treatments, and symptoms. In total, there were four diseases

(i.e., Morbus Alpha, Morbus Beta, Morbus Gamma, and Morbus Delta) that served as our

contexts. In a first phase, participants were presented with information about the medical

treatments. Starting with the first context, Morbus Alpha, participants saw a list consisting

of twelve patients’ IDs (e.g., XHHOI3798V or VNVIG6689S) and which medication each

of them received (”Medicine X” or “Medicine Y”). The presentation then continued with

the next context, and participants were presented with a list of twelve patients suffering

from Morbus Beta, with the list detailing each patient’s ID and whether they were being

treated with Treatment X or Y, and so on. After the four contexts, participants entered the

second phase, in which they were presented with the therapy outcomes. Specifically, they

saw a list of the same Morbus Alpha patients, but now each patient ID was accompanied

by the information of their health outcome, that is, whether the patient’s health improved or

deteriorated (e.g., XHHOI3798V got better; VNVIG6689S got worse). The presentation

then continued with the presentation of outcomes for the remaining three diseases.
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We used the distribution shown in Table 1 as a manipulation of base rates. That is,

for half of the diseases, the base rate of Treatment X (vs. Y) was high, p = .75, but for

the other half of the diseases, the base rate of Treatment X (vs. Y) was low, p = .25.

Orthogonally, the base rate of desirable outcomes (i.e., improved health) was high, p = .75,

for half of the diseases, but low, p = .25, for the other. The order was held constant, so

contexts always started with Morbus Alpha and ended with Morbus Delta. Yet, stimulus

distributions resulting from the orthogonal manipulation for cue and outcome base rate were

assigned to the diseases via a Latin square design (e.g., in Table 1, A, B, C, D vs. B, C, D, A

etc.). After the presentation of therapy outcomes, participants proceeded to a manipulation

check that assessed whether the base-rate manipulation was effective. For each disease,

participants were to estimate the percentage of Treatment X (vs. Y) and the percentage of

patients whose health had improved after the therapy. Then, participants were directed to

the judgment phase. For each disease, participants were asked to indicate the probability

that a positive versus a negative outcome would be observed given a patient was treated with

X, or treated with Y, respectively. For instance, they read “What will happen if Medicine

X is given to a patient with Morbus Alpha?” and then moved a 100-point slide bar with

endpoints labelled “The patient’s condition will most likely get worse” (coded 0) and “The

patient’s condition will most likely get better” (coded 1). Accordingly, the next item read

“What will happen if Medicine Y is given to a patient with Morbus Alpha?”, using the same

anchors. The difference between these two estimates was calculated to obtain context-wise

contingency estimates serving as our dependent measure, Δp. Finally, participants reported

their demographics, were thanked, and debriefed.

2.2 Results and discussion

2.2.1 Manipulation check

Base-rate estimates for the cues (i.e., Treatment X vs. Y) were subjected to a 2(cue base

rate: low vs. high) × 2(outcome base rate: low vs. high) analysis of variance (ANOVA)

for repeated measures with the afex package in R (Singmann et al., 2020). To facilitate the

interpretation of evidence in favor of the alternative over the null hypothesis, we calculated

Bayes Factors from a Bayesian ANOVA conducted in the BayesFactor package with default

priors (Morey & Rouder, 2018). A significant effect of cue base rate emerged (F(1, 49) =

42.28, p < .001, [2
pt = .46, BF10 > 1000). High base rates of Treatment X (vs. Y) yielded

estimates with a mean of M = 62.6, SE = 2.54, whereas low base rates of Treatment X (vs.

Y) yielded estimates with a mean of M = 34.50, SE = 2.43, indicating that the manipulation

was successful and attesting to that participants learned cue base rates effectively. The

effects of outcome base rate and the interaction were not significant (Fs < 1, BF10s < 0.21).

Next, outcome base rates were subjected to an analogous ANOVA. This time, we

observed a significant effect of the outcome base rate manipulation (F(1, 49) = 41.78, p

< .001, [2
pt = .46, BF10 > 1000) with higher estimates when stimulus base rates for the
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desirable outcome were high (M = 62.46, SE = 2.56) rather than low (M = 36.00, SE =

2.63). The effect of cue base rate was not significant (F(1, 49) = 1.49, p = .228, [2
pt = .03,

BF10 = 0.20), nor was the interaction (F(1, 49) = 0.09, p = .765, [2
pt = .00, BF10 = 0.21).

Thus, participants also recognized the skew of outcome base rates.

2.2.2 Main analysis

To test our hypothesis, context-wise contingency estimates were subjected to the same type

of ANOVA. The main effect of cue base rate fell short of conventional levels of significance

(F(1, 49) = 3.17, p = .081, [2
pt = .06, BF10 = 0.76). The effect of outcome base rate was

not significant either (F(1, 49) = 1.68, p = .201, [2
pt = .03, BF10 = 0.26). Crucially, the

predicted two-way interaction was significant (F(1, 49) = 8.75, p = .005, [2
pt = .15, BF10

= 188.85), lending extreme support to Hypothesis 1 over the null hypothesis according to

current conventions (Lee & Wagenmakers, 2013). For contexts with aligned base rates of

cue and outcome, perceived contingencies were more positive (Mhi cue | hi out = .12, SE =

.07; Mlow cue | low out = .18, SE = .07), than for contexts where predictor and outcome base

rates were misaligned (Mhi cue | low out = −.24, SE = .07; Mlow cue | hi out = −.02, SE = .08; see

Figure 2).

As is evident from the first study, people consider the context and infer conditional

contingencies between cue and outcomes. In support of our predictions, the contingency

inferences are systematic. That is, perceived contingencies were more positive for contexts

in which base rates were aligned than in contexts in which base rates mismatched. This

effect was observed although the actual contingencies within contexts pointed in the opposite

direction, yielding a contingency illusion. However, this first experiment used a scenario

that had not been established in previous research on pseudocontingencies. In fact, the

scenario implied a causal relation between cue and outcome (i.e., a change in health status

after an intervention). Thus, this surplus meaning might have supported the inference of cue-

outcome contingencies though it is not a theoretical requirement for pseudocontingencies to

occur. To test for the robustness of the results, we replicated the effect in a scenario already

used in previous research on pseudocontingencies.

3 Experiment 2

The next experiment aimed at a conceptual replication of Experiment 1. Specifically, we

used the same stimulus distribution as in the previous study, but adopted an established

politics scenario, in which participants were asked to compare two politicians based on

their answers to a politics survey (Vogel, Freytag, et al., 2013, Experiment 3). Unlike the

previous study, this scenario did not imply that the cue is the cause of the outcome.
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Figure 2: Results from Experiment 1. Estimates for contingency between cue (“Therapy X”) and

outcome (“improved health”) as a function of cue and outcome base rates. Error bars represent +/- 1

standard error.

3.1 Method

3.1.1 Design and participants

Based on the same power analysis as for Experiment 1, fifty-five students (Mage = 22.17, SD

= 5.90; 45 female, 9 male) from the University of Mannheim took part in an online study

in exchange for course credit. The design was a 2(cue base rate: low vs. high) x 2(outcome

base rate: low vs. high) within-participants design. Due to missing values on the dependent

measures, one participant was removed from the data set leaving a sample of N = 54 valid

cases.

3.1.2 Materials and procedure

The cover story was that two politicians, X and Y, had both responded to a politics survey.

Participants were to compare those two politicians based on their answers to a survey

covering four policy domains: education, environmental, migration, and internal security.
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In a first phase, participants were asked to study how Politician X had responded to the

survey. They were presented with twelve statements from a first, randomly selected domain

(e.g., internal security: “Airport controls need to be tightened.”). For each statement

they saw whether Politician X had responded with “yes” or “no”. The presentation then

continued with the next domain until all domains were covered. After the presentation

of Politician X’s responses, participants were informed that another Politician, Y, had

responded to the same survey and participants were asked to study those answers, too.

After the presentation of both politicians’ survey answers for all domains, they were asked

to indicate the base rates of “yes”-responses for Politician X and Politician Y in each domain.

After that, the contingency estimates were assessed following a format similar to the one

used in Experiment 1. Specifically, participants provided two estimates per domain. For

example, they read “For a statement on internal security which Politician X answers with

yes, Politician Y would probably answer with . . . ” and were asked to provide their estimate

by moving a slider on a 100-point scale with anchors ranging from “definitely no” to “

definitely yes”. Below, they provided the same statement conditional on that Politician X

had answered with “no” (“For a statement on internal security that Politician X answers

with no, Politician Y would probably answer with . . . ”), using the same anchors from

“definitely no” to “definitely yes”. The latter score was subtracted from the former, and

then rescaled to obtain domain-wise contingency indices, Δp, with a theoretical range from

−1 to +1. Lastly, participants indicated demographic information before they were thanked

and debriefed.

3.2 Results and discussion

3.2.1 Manipulation check

Estimated cue base rates were subjected to a 2(cue base rate) × 2(outcome base rate) ANOVA

for repeated measures. Cue base rate showed the intended effect (F(1, 53) = 34.48, p <

.001, [2
pt = .39, BF10 > 1000), with high stimulus base rates yielding higher estimates than

low stimulus base rates (M = 53.74, SE = 2.44, for high; M = 40.16, SE = 1.98, for low).

The effect of the outcome base rate was not significant on conventional levels (F(1, 53) =

3.16, p = .081, [2
pt = .06, BF10 = 0.46; Mlow out = 48.97, SE = 1.91; M hi out = 44.93, SE =

1.91). The interaction was not significant either (F(1, 53) = 0.35, p = .559, [2
pt = .01, BF10

= 0.24).

Subjecting base-rate estimates of the outcomes to the same ANOVA only yielded the

intended significant effect of outcome base rate (F(1, 53) = 34.81, p < .001, [2
pt = .40, BF10

> 1000). Higher estimates were observed for outcome base rates that were indeed high (M

= 55.43, SE = 2.63) rather than low (M = 39.59, SE = 2.38). The effects of cue base rate

and the interaction were negligible, Fs < 1, BF10s < 0.27.
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3.2.2 Main analysis

We carried out a 2(cue base rate) × 2(outcome base rate) ANOVA on contingency estimates.

This analysis did not reveal significant effects of cue base rate (F(1, 53) = 3.31, p = .075,

[2
pt = .06, BF10 = 0.79) or outcome base rate (F(1, 53) = 0.61, p = .438, [2

pt = .01, BF10

= 0.19). As hypothesized, the critical interaction was significant again (F(1, 53) = 7.01, p

= .011, [2
pt = .12), though the evidence in favor of Hypothesis 1 in this second experiment

was only moderate (BF10 = 6.06). Perceived contingencies were more positive when base

rates of cue and outcome were aligned (Mhi cue | hi out = .02, SE = .05; Mlow cue | low out = .06,

SE = .04) than when they were not aligned (Mhi cue | low out = −.12, SE = .04; Mlow cue | hi out =

−.02, SE = .05; see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Results from Experiment 2. Estimates for contingency between cue (“yes”-answer by

Politician X) and outcome (“yes”-answer by Politician Y) as a function of cue and outcome base rates.

Error bars represent +/- 1 standard error.

Taken together, the findings from Experiment 2 substantiate our theorizing, showing that

people are ready to infer different contingencies depending on the context. They also show

that the alignment of base rates within contexts is a sufficient condition for base-rate-driven

contingency illusions to occur.
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4 General discussion

In the present paper we elaborated on contingency inferences from cue and outcome base

rates. In two studies we found that people inferred conditional contingencies depending on

the alignment of cue and outcome base rates. For contexts in which cue and outcome base

rates were aligned (e.g., both high), perceived contingencies were more positive than for

contexts in which cue and outcome base rates were misaligned (e.g., low cue base rate and

high outcome base rate). These effects were observed although the actual contingencies

within contexts were of the opposite sign. The pattern was consistent across different types

of content regarding cue and outcome variables.

These findings contribute to the pseudocontingency framework (Fiedler et al., 2009;

Fiedler et al., 2013) and demonstrate that people rely on univariate base rates to infer

contingencies between binary predictor and outcome variables, which can result in biased

contingency perception. However, they force a reconceptualization of pseudocontingencies,

for they can no longer be seen as a uniform inference that relies on ecological correlations.

4.1 Aligned base rates vs. ecological correlations

As noted above, an ecological correlation refers to the correlation between cue and outcome

base rates across ecologies (Robinson, 1950). Notably, the ecological correlation in previous

trial-by-trial learning experiments always implied the same contingency as did the alignment

of base rates (Fiedler & Freytag, 2004; Meiser & Hewstone, 2004; Vogel, Freytag, et al.,

2013). That is, there were contexts in which cue and outcome base rates were both low and

other contexts in which they were both high. Accordingly, outcome base rates increased

with cue base rates (i.e., an ecological correlation). Throughout the present studies, we

implemented a condition in which the observable ecological correlation was, in fact, zero.

Nevertheless, we found systematic effects of the alignment of base rates within contexts.

Thus, the present findings are the first to demonstrate clearly that the alignment of base

rates within contexts can drive the pseudocontingency illusion independent of an ecological

correlation.

4.2 Aligned base rates as source of judgmental biases

Obviously, the reliance on aligned base rates can lead to systematic biases. This was the

case in the present experiments, where judgments diverged from actual contingencies. In

fact, the demonstration of within-context contingency estimates is compatible with a large

body of research on illusory correlations, usually studied in single contexts (e.g., Hamilton

& Gifford, 1976)3. Notably, the distributions used in illusory correlation research share the

3As mentioned in the introduction, pseudocontingencies in single contexts have been conceived of as
implicit ecological correlations. That is, starting with an ignorant prior of pcue = poutcome = .5, aligned
base rates imply a positive ecological correlation whereas misaligned base rates imply a negative ecological
correlation (Fiedler et al., 2007; Vogel, Kutzner, et al., 2013). However, in light of the present findings,
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same characteristics as the within-context distributions in the present studies. That is, one

cue level is more frequent than the other, one outcome level is more frequent than the other,

but the actual correlation between the frequent cue and the frequent outcome is zero or even

negative. However, most prominent illusory correlation accounts propose that contingency

illusions occur due to insufficient processing of joint occurrences (e.g., Hamilton & Gifford,

1976; Fiedler, 1991; Kutzner et al., 2011b; Smith, 1991). For instance, people may pay more

attention to the double distinct event resulting from the combination of the numerical minor

cue level and the numerical minor outcome level (Hamilton & Gifford, 1976). However,

for a critical test of base-rate driven contingency inferences, we presented cue and outcome

information on different occasions, so no joint observations were available (cf. Fiedler &

Freytag, 2004).

Thus, in combination with previous research on pseudocontingencies (Fiedler et al.,

2009), the present findings indicate that the reliance on aligned base rates serves as a parsi-

monious explanation that can account for illusory correlations in both a) standard illusory

correlation paradigms in which participants have access to joint cue and outcome observa-

tions in a single context (Eder et al., 2011; Ernst et al., 2019; Hamilton & Gifford, 1976;

for reviews, see, Costello & Watts, 2019; Mullen & Johnson, 1990), and b) more complex

paradigms in which participants have access to joint cue and outcome observations from

multiple contexts (e.g., Fiedler & Freytag, 2004; Meiser & Hewstone, 2004). Moreover,

and different from illusory correlation accounts that rely on joint frequencies, it can ac-

commodate findings obtained from c) single-context paradigms where participants do not

have contingent observations but aggregated cue and outcome base rates (Vogel & Kutzner,

2017), and finally, d) findings from multi-context paradigms in which cue and outcome

information is presented on different occasions (e.g., Exp. 2 in Fiedler & Freytag, 2004).

4.3 Aligned base rates as a smart heuristic

Though the reliance on aligned base rates is error-prone and can lead to illusory correlations,

it does not necessarily fail but can enable sound decisions. Two arguments in favor of an

alignment heuristic have been made so far. The first argument made in the literature (Kutzner

et al., 2011a) is that population contingencies drive the alignment of base rates in observed

samples. If the contingency in the population is perfectly positive, so that Δp = 1.0, the base

rates in a drawn sample are necessarily aligned, whereas a population contingency of Δp =

0 allows base rates in a sample to be aligned or misaligned. The second argument rests on

combinatory considerations and shows that the alignment of skewed base rates restricts the

possible range of contingencies (Fiedler et al., 2013, Vogel & Kutzner, 2017). For example,

if cue and outcome base rates are both high, e.g., p = .75, as was the case in the present

studies, the minimum contingency is Δp = −.33, that is the value realized in the present

one would need to assume that individuals do not learn the ecological correlation, but infer four independent
implicit ecological correlations. After all, an explanation of the present findings in terms of implicit ecological
correlations within contexts is not plausible, and in any case less parsimonious than the proposed explanation.
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studies. However, the upper bound is not restricted and can reach the theoretical maximum

of Δp = +1.0. Thus, the alignment of base rates (or lack thereof) is indeed informative about

the contingency, even more so when the skew is more extreme.

4.4 Aligned base rates: a comparison with prominent models

Whereas pseudocontingencies allow for contingency inferences from univariate base rates,

most accounts – rule-based or associative (Allan, 1993) – are not directly suited to explain

contingency judgments in the case of separated observations. Instead, they presume that

people make contiguous cue-outcome observations, or at least that they hold some repre-

sentation of joint cue-outcome observations (i.e., the cell entries of a 2×2 table; see Figure

1). Nevertheless, it appears worthwhile to test if the current results can be accommodated

by such accounts for the following reasons: First, participants may be able to match obser-

vations from memory (e.g., they may be able to recollect the cue value for a given patient

when they learn about the patient’s outcome). Second, pseudocontingencies may actually

simulate pairwise cue-outcome observations. That is, people may use the aligned base rates

to simulate possible joint observations (Vogel & Kutzner, 2017), which serve as a basis to

apply rules or even to generate associations.

Therefore, we compared the observed contingency judgments with a formalization of

PCs and three prominent accounts: the Δp– and the ΔD rule as prominent examples of rule-

based accounts (Allan, 1993; De Houwer & Beckers, 2002), and different instantiations

of the Rescorla-Wagner model (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972) as one of the most prominent

examples of associative learning theories. As for Δp, we used the standard formulation by

Jenkins & Ward (1965):

Δp = (a/(a+b)) – (c/(c+d))

with a, b, c, and d, representing the joint frequencies of X+, X−, Y+, and Y−, respectively

(see Table 1). Likewise, we used ΔD, also known as sum of diagonals, by calculating the

difference between the compatible and the incompatible observations (Inhelder & Piaget,

1958; Shaklee & Tucker, 1980),

ΔD = (a+d) – (b+c)

Next, to derive predictions from the Rescorla-Wagner Model, we ran a series of sim-

ulations using the Rescorla & Wagner Model Simulator Version 5 software (Chung et al.,

2018). As for the associability parameters, U and V, we used the same values as Matute et

al. (2019) who had demonstrated a cue-density effect, an outcome density-effect, as well as

an interaction resulting from a strong incremental effect when cue and outcome density are

both high (i.e., U and V).

However, to best capture the experimental scenario, we specified models that yield

associations of two mutually exclusive present cues, X vs. Y, with mutually exclusive
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present outcomes, positive versus negative. As an approximation of Δp-scores, we then

computed contingency indices by subtracting the relative associative strength for Cue Y,

VY+ − VY−, from the relative associative strength for Cue X, VX+ − VX−. The first model

is a model treating observations from different contexts as independent. This model yields

cue-outcome associations for each of the within-context distributions. Thus, this model is

comparable to a between-participants design in which a participant sees one of the four

contexts. The second model simulates the association of cue and outcome when treating

different contexts as four learning phases, thus a within-participants design with repeated

measures of contingency judgments. To approximate the role of the context variable, the

model was a compound cue model, with compounds of cue and context. Hence, this model

yields indices of associative strength between cue and outcome per context (e.g., VX+A as the

association between Therapy X and desirable outcome for Disease A). This second model is

sensitive to the order of contexts. We therefore modelled all orders that were implemented

in the experiments as different counter-balancing conditions. However, for the sake of

compatibility, we aggregated the predictions across orders just like we did in the analyses of

the experimental data. Detailed results and input files of the simulation can be found in the

online repository, https://osf.io/h57w3/?view_only=8578fb83e3644245a90219fe5561c5fc.

Lastly, the alignment rule reported in the introduction makes only qualitative predictions

concerning the sign of the contingency. However, a rough quantification of a pseudocon-

tingency alignment (PCA) rule can be derived from Kutzner (2009):

log10 (PCA) = log10 ((a+b)/(c+d)) × log10 ((a+c)/(b+d))

Although this formula was specified to describe the alignment of base rates, we use it as a

proxy for contingency judgments (for ratios .1 < p(x)/p(y) < 10).

As can be derived from Table 2, the ΔD-rule predicts the same zero contingency in each

and every context. The Δp-rule, considered to be normative by several scholars (Jenkins

& Ward, 1965, Allan, 1993), produces negative contingencies for contexts A and D, but

positive contingencies for contexts B and C. The Rescorla-Wagner Model for independent

observations produces the same qualitative pattern, though the contingencies are weaker.

Qualitatively the same predictions are made when modelling compounds of cue and context.

Finally, the pseudocontingency algorithm produces positive contingencies for contexts with

aligned base rates, A and D, but negative contingencies for misaligned base rates, B and C.

Observed contingencies show the same pattern as the pseudocontingency algorithm.

While the pseudocontingency algorithm can accommodate the qualitative pattern, it should

be noted that the observed contingencies are weaker in size. One way to address the

divergence is by merely adjusting the pseudocontingency algorithm using a calibration

coefficient. As an alternative, one may conjecture that people use mixed algorithms. For

instance, people may apply the normative Δp rule for those instances they can recollect, but

apply the alignment rule for instances when a reconstruction of paired observations is not

possible (see Lachnit et al., 2008, for a discussion of the weighted impact of configural cues).

The contingency judgment may therefore reflect a combination of strategies depending on
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Table 2: Comparison of predictions and outcomes per context.

Context

A (HC,HO) B (HC,LO) C (LC,HO) D (LC,LO)

Expected Judgment

ΔD-rule .0 .0 .0 .0

Δp-rule −.33 +.33 +.33 −.33

RW (independent) −.21 +.23 +.23 −.24

RW (compound cue) −.19 +.03 +.01 −.20

PCA +.23 −.23 −.23 +.23

Observed Judgment

Study1 +.12 −.24 −.02 +.18

Study2 +.02 −.12 −.02 +.06

Note. HC = High Cue Density, LC = Low Cue Density, HO = High
Outcome Density, LO = Low Outcome Density, RW = Rescorla-Wagner
Model, PCA = Pseudocontingency Alignment.

their applicability to the data that can be recollected at the point of judgment. In fact, this

notion is corroborated by previous research showing that pseudocontingencies do not only

occur for subsequent cue-outcome presentations but also for simultaneous presentations.

Yet, base rate effects are weaker for simultaneous presentations, and judgments are closer to

the actual stimulus contingency (e.g., Exp. 2 in Fiedler & Freytag, 2004). Lastly, the small

contingency estimates may also reflect participants’ uncertainty. The present paradigm

forced participants to judge contingencies from small samples (i.e., 12 observations per

context), thus regressive estimates may reflect that the sample contingency was considered

unreliable (but see Kutzner et al., 2008 for pseudocontingencies from large samples).

Taken together, the simulation results show that pseudocontingencies do not mimic

associative learning, at least with regard to the models under study, which assume contiguous

presentation. This conclusion is of course preliminary, and novel extensions adapted to

explain higher-order conditioning from subsequent observations might capture the process.

In the present studies, a person may learn a connection between two conditioned stimuli,

here the therapy and a given disease, and then learn a connection between that disease and

the health condition. Hence, the resulting representation may link cue and outcome via

the context. In other words, the present finding may not reflect a rule-based inference but

actually follow from associative learning as conceived in prominent models applicable to

sensory preconditioning (see Holyoak & Cheng, 2011).
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4.5 Aligned base rates: informational requirement and applicability

As is evident from the present studies, people are indeed sensitive to the context. They are

also able to learn base rates (see Fiedler et al., 2009) and thus meet the requirements for

conditional contingency inferences from the alignment of base rates. However, it cannot

be expected that people always learn and use the alignment of base rates as they did in our

studies. In the last few paragraphs, we want to speculate when and why decision makers

may (not) rely on aligned base rates.

One obvious advantage of the reliance on aligned base rates is that they allow for more

differentiated judgments than the ecological correlation, that is, the inference of contin-

gencies conditional on the context. However, this advantage counteracts the presumed

advantage of pseudocontingencies over proper contingency assessment. As argued by

Fiedler et al. (2009), pseudocontingencies may be used even in the presence of joint cue

and outcome observations because the representation of joint cue and outcome frequen-

cies is overwhelming while the univariate base rates can be represented parsimoniously.

Obviously, this argument only holds for a small number of contexts because context-wise

pseudocontingencies require that decision makers learn each and every pair of aligned base

rates. With an increasing number of contexts, the representation becomes more and more

demanding. Thus, in case of four contexts (as in the present experiments), people may

make context-dependent inferences. However, in cases with more than four contexts, a

context-wise representation of base rates appears implausible (Miller, 1956), and people

may shift to an unconditional contingency inference.

The ecological correlation, on the contrary, can be learned with less effort. Though the

mathematically correct calculation also requires that people know all the pairwise base rates,

the ecological correlation can be represented as a single piece of information that is updated

for each incoming information. Notably, it is not only possible to represent the ecological

correlation in a parsimonious fashion. The ecological correlation also has some distinct

areas of applicability, such as correlation inferences about present-absent distinctions (see

Footnote 1) or continuous variables. Take, for example, a continuous predictor and criterion,

both normally distributed. Learning that the mean of the predictor correlates with the mean

of the criterion across contexts, allows to infer a correlation between the two, without any

assumption about skewed base rates. This is not to rule out that the alignment rule is also

applicable to continuous variables. Perhaps people infer a positive correlation between two

variables that are skewed in the same direction (also see Fiedler & Freytag, 2004). However,

learning the skew of a distribution is more demanding than learning the base rates from

binary variables. Moreover, the rational arguments for relying on aligned base rates that

apply to binary variables do not apply for continuous variables (Vogel & Kutzner, 2017).

That is, different from binary variables, the joint skew of continuous variables does not

restrict the range of possible correlations.

Finally, contingency detection is not usually a task pursued for its own sake, but a

prerequisite for understanding the world (Crocker, 1981). Thus, the reliance on base rates –
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via the alignment or the ecological correlation – versus actual contingencies – conditional

or unconditional – is a question of affordances. Acting as an intuitive statistician (Peterson

& Beach, 1967), the decision maker is faced with a multi-level problem and needs to decide

which level to focus on and which question to answer. For example, a decision maker might

wonder whether, at the country level, good health conditions depend on high vaccination

rates? At the individual level, does a person’s health status depend on Vaccine X? And

does it depend on Vaccine X among people suffering from a certain virus variant? To

address these questions, decision makers do not rely on data alone, but try to integrate

them into their prior expectations about causal relations (Matute et al., 2019; Waldmann,

1996). Specifically, tri-variate relations can imply different causal structures – suppression,

mediation, confound, or moderation. In this vein, research on contingency detection in

Simpson’s Paradox showed that decision makers are quite sensitive to the specific question at

hand. Depending on their hypotheses and causal assumptions, they rely on unconditional or

conditional contingencies (Schaller, 1994; Schaller et al., 1996; Spellman, 1996; Spellman

et al., 2001). Thus, future research could vary the (implicit) underlying causal structure and

assess its consequences for the reliance on alignment of base rates, ecological correlation,

or on individuating contingency information in contingency detection. Moreover, future

research may profit from changes in the presentation mode. In order to study the mechanism

underlying contingency inferences in the absence of joint cue-outcome observations, we

used a presentation blocked by cue and outcome. However, memory constraints cause that

people sometimes rely on base rates though contingent observations are available (Eder et

al., 2011). From an adaptive cognition perspective, one would expect people to choose

the most parsimonious strategy to test plausible mechanisms (main effect or moderations;

Novick & Cheng, 2004) in a selection process that also depends on information availability.

Presented with joint cue-outcome observations, people may learn the actual contingency

(Allan, 1993), but disregard base rate information altogether (Vogel et al., 2014).

After all, there is no single true covariation. Adaptive covariation assessment therefore

depends on the question at hand (Pearl, 2014) – and also on which data is available. Starting

with Robinson’s ecological correlations, researchers have found different ways to model

covariation from aggregate data (King, 2013), and future research may reveal that this holds

true for laypeople, too.

5 Conclusion

The present findings challenge the notion of a single theoretical explanation of pseudo-

contingencies based on ecological correlations (Fiedler & Freytag, 2004; Fiedler et al.,

2007; Vogel et al., 2013). This account predicts that individuals use base rates to infer

just one contingency (thus, the same contingency in every context) which follows the sign

of the ecological correlation. However, the present research shows that individuals are

able and willing to infer conditional contingencies from base rates within each and every
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context. Just as the ecological correlation, the alignment of base rates is not sufficient to

inform contingency judgments. However, in absence of pairwise cue-outcome observa-

tions, the reliance on aligned base rates is a promising strategy that allows for context-wise

contingency inferences.
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